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TAXON 26(5/6): 517-522. NOVEMBER I977 

MEANING VS. INTENT: ARTICLES 1, 2, AND 3 

John L. Strother* 

"Absolute clarity of language is practically unattainable" (Salisbury, I976). 
Some of us, nevertheless, seem compelled to try. In that spirit, I wish to discuss 
clarity (or lack of it) in the phrasings of some Articles of ICBN (International 
Code of Botanical Nomenclature) and in the uses of some fundamental terms 
and to suggest possible revisions of some Articles. These suggestions are not 
formal proposals. I may make formal proposals, if the suggestions made here are 
favorably received. I will welcome comments from readers. 

The avowed purpose of ICBN is to provide practicable methods for naming 
plants (cf. Preamble). Present wordings of some Articles of ICBN are in discord 
with that purpose. For example, Arts. 2 and 3 can be reasonably interpreted as 
meaning that to be named in accordance with the Rules, every individual plant 
must belong to a named taxon at each of the principal ranks, i.e., every plant 
must belong to a species, every species to a genus, every genus to a family, etc. 
Combine such an interpretation with Principle VI (retroactivity of Rules) and 
much of existing nomenclature crumbles into a pile of rubble. Consider an 
example: When originally published, Elodea Michaux, I803, was not assigned 
to a "family" (in sense of ICBN). The name Elodea Michaux is, then, contrary 
to Arts. 2 and 3. Therefore, Elodea Michaux is illegitimate (since contrary to a 
Rule, cf. Art. 6). 

Of course, in practice, such a conclusion is nonsense. But, such a conclusion is 
a logical consequence of the words of ICBN. The apparent objective of Arts. 2 
and 3 (to have every plant named at every principal rank) is untenable. Most 
plants, perhaps, can be so treated but the objective stated in the Articles re- 
presents an ideal, an expression of hope that botanists shall eventually reach 
a goal. Whether or not that goal (a "completed" classification) can be reached 
seems to be a largely philosophical issue. The goal expressed or implied in Arts. 
2 and 3 seems to be left over from times when classifiers dealt with fixed 
species and a completed system of classification was perhaps a reasonable ob- 
jective. It seems undesirable now to have an apparently unresolvable philosoph- 
ical issue embodied within an avowedly practicable Code of nomenclature. 

In practice, it is mandatory only that every plant belong to (be assigned to) 
a taxon named at the rank species and that every named species belong to a 
taxon named at the rank genus (with exceptions, e.g., some hybrids). The 
wordings of Arts. 2 and 3 should reflect this. 

Before making specific suggestions as to rewordings for Arts. 2 and 3, I will 
discuss some additional matters related to clarification of these and other 
Articles. 

Some confusions and misunderstandings in taxonomic literature are related to 
uses of the terms "species", "genus", "family", etc. These terms are used to 
designate levels within a hierarchical scheme of levels. Such a hierarchy of levels 
may be considered separately from empirical reality and in that sense the 
hierarchy is purely an abstraction (cf. Davis and Heywood, I963, p. 74). We 
commonly recognize correspondence between various levels within the accepted 
hierarchical scheme and greater or lesser discontinuities observed in the diversity 
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of nature. Such correspondence leads us to form constructions such as "Bellis is 
a genus" in which "genus" refers not to a purely abstract notion of a level in a 
hierarchy but rather to a particular example of a circumscribed group of 
organisms assigned to a particular level (genus in this example) in a hierarchy. 
From context, of course, there is rarely any difficulty in distinguishing which 
use is intended: level in a hierarchy or typological concept. Considerable con- 
fusion does develop, however, in discussions that include these terms (species, 
genus, etc.) together with the terms "category", "rank", and "taxon". The 
following quotations from recent textbooks and journal articles (in chronological 
order) illustrate this. 

The term taxon (plural taxa) is used to designate any category, of whatever rank, as 
species, genus, family, order. (Core, I955.) 

It [taxon] is used to designate any taxonomic entity or group without indicating the 
category to which it may belong. It is the plant, the population, or any number of 
populations that is the taxon - not the unit of species, nor of genus, or any other 
category. (Lawrence, I955.) 

To use the word [taxon] to mean plants, populations, races, species, or what have 
you, is to debase it and to turn it into a meaningless catch-all. (Morton, I957.) 

But, as is the case with any of the categories, taxon has inevitably two significations: 
as an abstraction, and as a reference to a particular case. In the latter the term may be 
used, and in fact is used for stylistic reasons, so as to avoid too frequent representation 
of the name of the category in question, and if definition should be required, this definition 
coincides with that of the category and might generally be given as a group of organisms 
which a "good taxonomist" recognizes as (a species, genus, family ... etc.). 

As an abstraction the term taxon is rather sharply definable if the condition is added 
that it should denote any nomenclatural category a n d that by nomenclatural 
categories we exclusively understand those enumerated in Art. I3 of the Code. (Lam, 
I957.) 

"Taxon" is here to stay for concrete as well as abstract uses, regardless of the 
narrow meaning originally intended, and both uses are legitimate. (Shinners, I957.) 

Taxon, A classificatory unit of any rank. (Heslop-Harrison, 1960.) 

taxon: a category used in classification, as, for example, a variety, species, genus, 
family, etc. ... The term was proposed originally as a convenience in nomenclature, but 
its scope has expanded with use. .... Species and other taxa are real entities because the 
natural populations of plants and animals composing them reproduce themselves for in- 
definite periods of time .... Thus, either species or taxon may be defined without dif- 
ficulty. (Benson, 1962.) 

The gradual growth of botanical terminology and better understanding of the structure 
and function of reproductive parts resulted in greater precision in the definition of the 
various categories, or taxa, such as the species and its subdivisions, the genus, the family, 
and the order. 

Summary of Taxa Used in Classification. (Porter, I967.) 

The term taxon (pl. taxa) is not a category in the classification system but is instead 
a very useful general term for a category or taxonomic group of any rank within the 
system of taxonomic categories.... The function of classification is to establish categories 
to which names may be given. (Bell, I967.) 

Category. In the Kantian sense, a concept by which we can understand or classify 
matter. For example, the concept of 'genus' is a category; this category has a rank in a 
hierarchy; by ellipsis one thus speaks of the 'rank of genus'. 

The Code formerly stated, 'every plant is treated as belonging to a number of categories 
of consecutive rank'. The word has now been eliminated from the Code except in the 
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heading of Appendix I, where it refers to such 'special categories' as apomicts, clones and 
chimeras. [But see Art. I9, Note 2.] 

Rank. Nomenclaturally, the position of a category in the taxonomic hierarchy. See 
Category. 

Taxon. Defined in the Code as a taxonomic group of any rank. The term taxon is of 
recent origin, having been proposed in its present meaning in 1948, and having first 
appeared as part of the Code in I952. It is useful because applicable at all taxonomic 
levels, whether to the groups of lowest rank, the individuals in which are not divided into 
smaller groups, or to those of higher rank, within which separate taxonomic groups of 
one or more lower ranks are recognized (Art. i). (McVaugh et al., I968.) 

Classification. The assignment of plants to groups within a system or hierarchy of ranks 
or categories distinguished by structure, origins, and other characteristics. .. . Taxon (pl. 
taxa). Any taxonomic group, as a species, genus, family or higher rank. ... [Under 
heading:] CONCEPTS OF RANKS OF TAXA A group of plants, however, can be 
circumscribed, characterized, and delimited with diagnostic characteristics as named ranks 
which is a major part of classification. (Radford et al., I974.) 

Much of the evident confusion or lack of unanimity in use of these terms 
apparently centers mainly around the meaning(s) of "category". Historically, 
"category" has been used both to refer to levels within a hierarchy and to refer 
to circumscribed groups of organisms that have been assigned to particular 
hierarchical levels. Thus, as the principal hierarchical level between the levels 
family and species, "genus" would be called a category and, as a particular cir- 
cumscribed group assigned to the generic level, the "genus" Bellis would also 
be called a category. That some botanists recognized such dual usage of "cate- 
gory" as a source of confusion resulted, I believe, in two important changes in 
ICBN. Use of "category" to refer to levels within the hierarchy was dropped 
and the term "rank" was introduced to replace "category" in that sense (in Paris 
Code, 1956). Similarly, escape from the second use of "category" (as a term for 
a particular circumscribed group of organisms without an indication of the rank 
to which it was to be assigned) was sought, perhaps unwittingly, by introduction 
(in Stockholm Code, 1952) of the term "taxon", which replaced the words 
"taxonomic group" (cf. Lam, I957). 

But, "taxonomic group" meant "category" to many botanists. To some 
botanists, therefore, "taxon" meant "an unspecified level within a hierarchy", 
to others "taxon" meant "a circumscribed group of organisms", still others 
apparently accepted both of these meanings, and, finally, there was doubtless 
a fourth group to whom "taxon" meant nothing. So, the confusion continued 
(and evidently continues), especially with regard to "taxon". 

Although the intended meaning of "taxon" is not clear in some places in 
ICBN, contexts make it apparent that "taxon" is generally intended to mean 
"a circumscribed group of organisms", e.g., "hybrid taxa" (Art. 3), "taxa charac- 
terized from a physiological standpoint" (Art. 4), "name of a taxon" (Art. 6), 
"representative element of a taxon" (Art 7), "the author who described a taxon" 
(Art. 7), etc. I conclude from these and other uses in ICBN that "taxon" should 
be limited to a single meaning: a circumscribed group of organisms. I believe 
that the above quotations and discussions of pivotal terms and the following 
analyses of Arts. i, 2, and 3 together with other uses of "taxon" in ICBN attest 
to the desirability, perhaps even the necessity, of such restriction. If we allow 
of "divers taxons" (Shinners, I957), we seem to make no progress. Authors will 
continue to form constructions in which I cannot be certain what is intended 
by "taxon" (cf. quotes above). 

From Principle IV and Art. 6, it is clear that ICBN governs determination 
of names for plants only after decisions as to circumscription, position, and rank 
have been made (i.e., after completion of the classification process). Consequently, 
it is important to recognize that the terms "circumscription" and "classification" 
each refer both to an activity (or process, e.g., the act of circumscribing or the 
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act of classifying) and to the product or result of such activities (a circumscription 
or a classification scheme). There seems to be little confusion of the "product" 
meanings of these terms. But, as evidenced in the quotations above, there is 
considerable confusion regarding the two terms as they apply to processes. As a 
taxonomic process, circumscription involves delimitation (i.e.) decision as to 
limits of variation, assay of continuity/discontinuity, designation of boundaries). 
As a taxonomic process, classification involves assignment to position (placement 
relative to other groups) and assignment to level (placement within a hierarchy) 
for previously circumscribed groups. Circumscription can proceed in the absence 
of classification but classification can proceed only after decisions as to circum- 
scription have been made. If the distinctions between these processes (circum- 
scription and classification) are recognized and maintained, considerable confusion 
can be avoided. 

It is also important to realize that neither rank nor position is an inherent 
property of a taxon; rather taxa are assigned to ranks and to positions. Nor is 
rank an inherent property of a name. The form of a name may indicate the 
rank to which the associated taxon is assigned, e.g., the ending "-aceae" indicates 
that the named taxon is assigned to the rank family. An ending is a device that 
indicates rank to which a named taxon is assigned just as terms such as "sect.", 
"subsp.", and "var." are used to indicate ranks to which taxa are assigned. Rank 
may be implicit in the form of a name but rank is not inherently a property of 
a name. 

Clarification and maintenance of the distinctions discussed above as they 
pertain to ICBN may be aided by rewordings of Arts. i, 2, and 3. 

Article i 

"Taxonomic groups" does not adequately communicate that "groups of or- 
ganisms" is intended. As indicated above, "taxonomic groups" means "categories" 
to some botanists. "Taxonomic groups of any rank" implies that "rank" is an 
inherent property of a "taxonomic group". 

Suggestion: Delete present text of Art. I and replace with: 
In this Code, taxonomic groups (taxonomically circumscribed or delimited 

groups of plants), regardless of the rank to which they are assigned, will be 
referred to as taxa (singular: taxon). 

Article 2 

"Taxa of consecutively subordinate ranks" is misleading, since there is an 
implication that rank is inherently a property of a taxon. The meaning of "a 
number of taxa" is not clear. That a specific number is not mandatory is evident 
from analysis of a monotype. An individual plant assigned to a monotypic genus 
belongs to fewer taxa than does a plant assigned to a polytypic genus. A mono- 
typic genus comprises a single taxon, which is assigned to two of the principal 
ranks (viz., species and genus). E.g., if Ginkgo is considered to be monotypic, 
the plants involved constitute a single taxon. That taxon is called Ginkgo at the 
generic rank and it is called Ginkgo biloba at the specific rank. Similarly, for 
other ranks, there may be additional names that apply to a single taxon. 

Suggestion: Delete present text of Art. 2 and replace with: 
Among the principal ranks to which taxa may be assigned (see Art. 3), the 

rank species (species) is basal. 

Article 3 

As indicated earlier, this Article should not mandate that every plant be 
associated with a name at each principal rank superordinate to genus. In first 
line, "ranks of taxa" should be changed to avoid the implication that rank is 
inherently a property of a taxon. 

Suggestion: Delete first paragraph of Art. 3 and replace with: 
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The principal ranks to which taxa may be assigned are, in ascending sequence: 
species (species), genus (genus), family (familia), order (ordo), class (classis), and 
division (divisio), see also Art. 4. Each taxon assigned to the rank species must 
belong to (must be assigned to) a named genus. 

In third paragraph, second line, change "taxon of higher rank" to read "taxon 
assigned to a higher rank". 

In last line, change "For the ranks of hybrid taxa" to read "For taxa com- 
prising hybrid plants". 

Together, the suggested rewordings of Arts. I, 2, and 3 will make little dif- 
ference in the length of ICBN. The gain in clarity, however, should be con- 
siderable. The new wordings do not alter the spirit or practical application of 
any of the Articles. Nor do the new wordings necessitate any changes of names 
of plants. 

The suggested revisions should also result in clarification of presently mis- 
leading and/or ambiguous phrases in other Articles. Some examples of the kinds 
of phrases I have in mind, together with my notions of their intended meanings, 
follow: 

Art. 4: In first line, "ranks of taxa" means "ranks to which taxa may be 
assigned". "A plant may be assigned to taxa of the following subordinate ranks 
of the plant kingdom" means "A plant may belong to taxa assigned to the 
following subordinate ranks". These interpretations depend on recognition that 
rank is not inherently a property of a taxon and that ranks are not inherently 
properties of plants. 

Art. 6: In Note 2, "taxon below the rank of genus" means "taxon assigned to 
a rank subordinate to genus". 

Art. 7: In the first line, "taxa of the rank of family or below" means "taxa 
assigned to the rank family or to any subordinate rank". Similarly, in Note i, 
last paragraph, "taxon ... of the rank of species or below" means "taxon... 
assigned to the rank species or to any subordinate rank". In Note 2, "lower 
taxa" means "taxa assigned to lower ranks". 

Art. Io: In the first line, "taxon between genus and species" means "taxon 
assigned to any rank between genus and species". 

Art. ii: In second paragraph, "the correct name is the earliest legitimate one 
with the same rank" means "the correct name is the earliest legitimate one 
associated with the same rank", since rank is not inherently a property of a name 
(see earlier discussion). Similarly, in third paragraph, "epithet in the same rank" 
means "epithet associated with the same rank". 

Numerous additional, related or similar examples of such phrasings could be 
cited. Although it might be desirable to change such phrasings throughout ICBN, 
such sweeping revision seems unnecessary, so long as the relationships among the 
ideas behind the words "circumscription", "classification", "name", "position", 
"rank", and "taxon" are appreciated. It is hoped that revision of Arts. i, 2, and 
3 will engender such appreciation. 
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